Pendle Community High School and College
Year 8/9 Curriculum (Supported) Map for 2020 – 2021

English

Key Stage 3 Year 8/9

Science

Autumn term 2020

Spring Term 2021

Summer Term 2021

Light

Earth and Space

Materials

Animals inc Humans

Plants

Shining the light

Wild weather

Materials matter

Amazing me

Growing things

Fiction
Drama by a major
playwright
Bombs and Blackberries
by Julia Donaldson
KS3: drama

Fiction
Poetry as Literature
Pre 1914 poetry
Pied Piper of Hamelin
poem
Twas the Night Before
Christmas poem

Fiction
Multicultural literature
Grandad
Mandela By Zazi Ziwelene
& Zindzi Mandela
Wombat Goes Walkabout
by Michael Morpurgo

Fiction
Reading Contemporary
Fiction
How to Train Your
Dragon by Cressida
Cowell

Non-fiction
Letter writing: letters
linked to Bombs and
Blackberries

Non-fiction
Recount
Personal experiences

Non-fiction
Report Writing
(Write questions to gain
information and begin to
answer who,
why, when, what & Where
questions to create a
report, link to stories)

Fiction
Sort Fantasy stories Pre
1914
The Selfish Giant by
Oscar Wilde
The Remarkable
Rocket By Oscar Wilde
(Writing Composition:
vocabulary, grammar,
punctuation &
handwriting Independent
writing focusing upon
place & character or
imaginary person,
event)
Non-fiction
Diary writing
(explore stories through
a range of immersion
and engagement
activities, begin write a
range of texts, including
diaries)
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Non-fiction
Instruction writing and
Giving directions (Link to
Pie Corbett ‘capture a
dragon’ instruction
writing)

Living things and
their habitats
Food chains

Fiction
Contemporary poetry
Poems by Wes
Magee
Seaside Day (Link to
day out at the
seaside)
A Card for My Dad
(Link to Father's Day)
What’s Yellow (create
own colour poems)
When the funfair
comes to town (senses
poem)
Non-fiction
Non-chronological
report writingBeginning to
understand the
difference between
fiction and non-fiction

Programming

Effective searching on
the internet
2 weeks at end of term
can be used for cross
curricular research

Disaster!
Tectonic disaster/weather
disaster/Volcanoes, earthquakes and Tsunamis.
Flood disaster.

Cooking &
Nutrition

Computing

Switched on
Computing 2.1 We
are Astronauts (Creativity)

Geog

2.4 Switched on
Computing

2.6
Switched On Computing
(Bugs)

Online Safety
(Think You Know)

1.5 Producing a Talking Book Communication
/ Collaboration
www.purplemash.com/#tools/2cas

How to be safe when
using online technology.

.
Where in the World
Research on a country in the different continents

Where does it all come from?

Healthy Eating
Breakdown of
ingredients in each
dish with focus on
health benefits.
Alternative ingredients
to adjust a dish to
be healthier.

Pasta
Different shapes and uses
of pasta.
Production of simple
sauces.
Making own pasta and use
of pasta making machines.

Healthy Party Food
Focus on healthy
alternatives to high fat
and sugar party food.
Simple to prepare
dishes to more complex
recipes.

Foods from Around
the World
Focus on religious
festivals and food
associated with them.

Challenges for Britain, Europe & the wider world
1901 to the present day.

Ideas, political power,
industry and empire:
Britain, 1745-1901
The Industrial revolution
Britain as the first
industrial nation –the
impact on society

Ideas, political power,
industry and empire:
Britain, 1745-1901

Design & Bake Bread
Focus on specific
equipment and
ingredients.
Safe use of combination
ovens.
Storing bread.

WW1
KS3 History PoS 2014
A13456
History

Databases and graphs /
charts

Darwin’s
‘On The Origin of
Species’

Lancashire Cotton Mills
Inventions research
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Natural resources. Primary, secondary. Tertiary
and quaternary sectors. Fieldwork study.

Henry VIII

Vegan Food
Detective
What vegans can and
can’t eat.
Where vegans get
protein from?
What are the health
benefits of veganism?

Elizabeth I

Artist study
Researching, looking at and recreating other artists
work from around the world.
Creating own art work in the style of chosen famous
artist
Using a range of different media to create differing
effects

Digital Art
Exploring the different types of animation.
Development of own 3D animation in groups.
Use of photography and computers to create art
work.
Digital alterations
Replication of different famous pieces of art using
computer software

The Teachings of the Bible
New Testament:
Epiphany
Story of the Loaves and Fishes
The Good Samaritan
The Easter Story

RE

The Teachings of the Bible
Old Testament:
The Story of Creation
The Fall of Jericho
Joseph and his Technicolour Dream coat
The story of Rebekah
New Testament:
The Nativity

The Teachings of the Qur’an:
The Story of Quran
The Companions of the Elephant
The story of Talout and Jalout
The story of Muhammad
The Teachings of the Torah:
The Story of Abraham
Moses and the Ten Commandments.

Being safe
Online and media
Keeping ourselves safe
online
Online risks
Safety outside and
inside the home
Identifying dangers and
how to make them safe.

Careers Education

Basic First Aid

Explore the different
career opportunities.
Identify different
occupations
Engage with work
related activities

How to make a clear
and efficient call to the
emergency services.
Concepts of basic first
aid for common injuries
including head injuries.

PSHCE

Respectful
relationships
Giving and
receiving feedback
To explore the positive
and healthy
characteristics in
friendships (including
online)
Practical steps to take
in a range of different
contexts to improve or
support respectful
relationships.

Art

Colour, tone and shade
Exploring the use of colour and line in art
Exploring colour mixing, the colours of the
seasons etc
Mixing and recreating specific colours
Using specific colours to replicate effects – cold
colours etc

Changing adolescent
body (Puberty)
The facts about puberty
and the changing
adolescent body,
including physical and
emotional changes.
Key facts about the
menstrual cycle

Fitness/ Invasion Games
Team games/Basketball
Handball/Fitness

PE

Invasion games/ Cross country/ Football
Team games-Coordination
Circuit training

Health and Prevention
including Mental
wellbeing.
Personal hygiene and
germs including viruses.
Dental health and the
benefits of good hygiene.
The positive association
between physical activity
and promotion of mental
wellbeing.
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Field/ Athletics
Racket skills/Cricket/Rounders

Number – place value, the four operations,
fractions.
Geometry – 2D shape, 3D shape, position and
direction.

maths

Measures – time, money, weight, capacity,
temperature.
Statistics – data handling.

Number – place value, the four operations, fractions.
Geometry – 2D shape, 3D shape, position and
direction.
Measures – time, money, weight, capacity,
temperature.
Statistics – data handling.
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Number – place value, the four operations,
fractions.
Geometry – 2D shape, 3D shape, position and
direction.
Measures – time, money, weight, capacity,
temperature.
Statistics – data handling.

